
The Blackboard 

  (Ms. Carroll) 

The blackboard was the first type of writing board used in classrooms in the 

20th century. 

The blackboard was a rectangular or square shape. This board had a black 

surface. The surface was not magnetic. People used chalk to write on it. White 

chalk was mostly used but you could also use other colour chalk e.g 

yellow/pink. 

A projector could not be connected to the blackboard. If children wanted to 

watch video clips, the classroom needed a separate t.v and video player. 

The frame of the blackboard was made of wood. 

An object called a “duster” was used to clean the chalk off the blackboard. 

Because chalk was used, blackboards were very dusty objects. This was bad for 

teachers’ and pupils’ health. 

When the blackboard got very dusty, it was washed down with a cloth and 

water, bringing the dark black colour back. 

The Whiteboard 

The whiteboard became widely used in classrooms after blackboards. 

The whiteboard was a rectangular or square shape. It was mounted onto a wall 

in the classroom. It had a white surface which helped the writing to stand out. 

Pupils found it easier to see. Different colour markers were used on the 

whiteboard. Teachers mostly used the colours, black, red and blue. 

The whiteboard surface was magnetic which helped teachers display a poster 

quickly. The frame of the whiteboard was made of steel. 

Whiteboards were also used to watch video clips or films as the board could be 

connected to a projector and a computer and the white colour was suitable for 

a screen. Objects, like children’s’ copy work could be enlarged for the whole 

class to see on the whiteboard by connecting it to a visualise. 



Writing was wiped off the whiteboard using a duster similar to the duster of a 

blackboard. When marker ink stained the board, teachers cleaned it off using a 

chemical spray and a cloth, bringing the bright white colour back. 

Similarities/Differences. 

Black board       Whiteboard 

Matt dark surface      Bright white surface 

Not possible to connect to internet    Possible to connect to internet 

Chalk used to write      Marker used to write 

Not magnetic       Magnetic 

Wooden Frame      Metal Frame 

Water used to clean      Chemical spray used to clean 

Square/rectangular shape                 Square/rectangular shape 

Dusty        Not dusty 

 

 





 

 


